Job Description

UAV / Drone Pilot

1-2 Yrs

About the Role:
A UAV / Drone Pilot is responsible for operating a drone, controls a drone, takes
it off, keeps on course, performs mission and land safely. Also, UAV / Drone Pilot
conduct safety tests, oversee vehicle performance and assess drone systems’
capabilities.

Typical Duties and Responsibilities
Check drones before a flight to ensure safe and proper Agri operation
Analyze weather forecasts to ensure safe flights
Document pre- and post-flight logs
Monitor drones during flight
Plan drone flight routes
Navigate drones along designated paths
Gather information or produce aerial data, as needed
Perform equipment testing, troubleshooting and maintenance
Snag list preparation and ensuring resolution

Education and Background
This position requires:
BE / BTECH - Electronics, Electrical, Mechatronics, Aeronautical
Understanding of English is mandatory (Read / Write / Comprehend)
Drone Flying Experience is added advantage.

Skills and Competencies
Written and Verbal communication skills in English, Hindi and Regional
Language
Technical - Problem-solving and Trouble Shooting abilities
Multitasking abilities
Keen attention to detail

Skills and Competencies
Written and Verbal communication skills in English, Hindi and Regional Language
Technical - Problem-solving and Trouble Shooting abilities
Multitasking abilities
Keen attention to detail

Essentials
4-Wheeler Driving License
Understanding of English, Avionics language to follow manuals / training content

Typical Hours
The typical work hours for a UAV / Drone Pilot are from 9 a.m. to 5.30 p.m. However,
some UAV / Drone Pilot may work non-traditional hours, depending on the needs of
their GA and customers

Locations & Terms of Service
Presently Bengaluru Karnataka – however Role is transferable to any part of
India.
All travel and accommodation on duty, will be borne by GA. This excludes any
travel costs incurred by the candidate to reach the office premises, while
stationed in Bangalore / hometown. However, any additional travel costs
incurred while stationed in Bangalore/hometown, and while on duty will be
borne by GA.
There will be extensive traveling needed based on business requirement and
role.
In case the candidate voids his/her contract before the completion of one year
of contractual period, the candidate must compensate General Aeronautics for
the training costs incurred, an amount equivalent to his/her stipend for two
months.

Compensation
Based on Candidate profile / experience.

Contact : jobs@generalaeronautics.com

